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SUMMARY
Wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) due to the presence of mesoscopic heterogeneities is consid-
ered as one of the main seismic attenuation mechanisms in the shallower parts of the Earth’s
crust. For this reason, several models have been developed to quantify seismic attenuation
in the presence of heterogeneities of varying complexity, ranging from periodically layered
media to rocks containing fractures and highly irregular distributions of fluid patches. Most
of these models are based on Biot’s theory of poroelasticity and make use of the assumption
that the upscaled counterpart of a heterogeneous poroelastic medium can be represented by a
homogeneous viscoelastic solid. Under this dynamic-equivalent viscoelastic medium (DEVM)
assumption, attenuation is quantified in terms of the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of
a frequency-dependent, complex-valued viscoelastic modulus. Laboratory measurements on
fluid-saturated rock samples also rely on this DEVM assumption when inferring attenuation
from the phase shift between the applied stress and the resulting strain. However, whether it is
correct to use an effective viscoelastic medium to represent the attenuation arising fromWIFF
at mesoscopic scales in heterogeneous poroelastic media remains largely unexplored. In this
work, we present an alternative approach to estimate seismic attenuation due to WIFF. It is
fully rooted in the framework of poroelasticity and is based on the quantification of the dissi-
pated power and stored strain energy resulting from numerical oscillatory relaxation tests. We
employ this methodology to compare different definitions of the inverse quality factor for a set
of pertinent scenarios, including patchy saturation and fractured rocks. This numerical analysis
allows us to verify the correctness of the DEVM assumption in the presence of different kinds
of heterogeneities. The proposed methodology has the key advantage of providing the local
contributions of energy dissipation to the overall seismic attenuation, information that is not
available when attenuation is retrieved from methods based on the DEVM assumption. Using
the local attenuation contributions we provide further insights into the WIFF mechanism for
randomly distributed fluid patches and explore the accumulation of energy dissipation in the
vicinity of fractures.
Key words: Seismic attenuation; Computational seismology; Theoretical seismology;
Acoustic properties.
1 INTRODUCTION
Whenever a seismic wave propagates through a fluid-saturated
porous rock that contains heterogeneities in the mesoscopic scale
range, that is, heterogeneities that are much larger than the typical
pore size but much smaller than the predominant wavelengths, local
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gradients in the pore fluid pressure arise. These pressure gradients,
which are due to the uneven response of the heterogeneities to the
stresses associated with the passing seismic wavefield, induce vis-
cous fluid flow and thus energy dissipation through internal friction.
This attenuationmechanism scaleswith the compressibility contrast
between the heterogeneities and their embedding background. Cor-
respondingly, environments characterized by patchy saturation as
well as fractured media represent particularly prominent scenar-
ios where attenuation due to wave-induced fluid flow (WIFF) is
expected to be predominant (Mu¨ller et al. 2010).
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White (1975) and White et al. (1975) were the first to propose
fluid flow at the mesoscopic scale as an attenuation mechanism of
seismic waves propagating in a water-saturated porous matrix con-
taining spherical gas pockets and in a porous periodically layered
medium alternately saturated with gas and water. Using a more so-
phisticated approach based on Biot’s (1962) poroelastic equations,
Dutta &Ode´ (1979a,b) presented a theory to compute seismic atten-
uation and dispersion for White’s (1975) model. The case of irreg-
ular gas patches was treated by Johnson (2001), who analysed the
dynamic undrained bulk modulus of porous rocks characterized by
patchy saturation using branching functions. All these models have
the advantage of being based on relatively simple semi-analytical
expressions, which allow for a straightforward assessment of the
influence of various physical parameters on the seismic response.
Due to the limitations of these and other approaches to rather simple
model geometries and particular physical properties of the hetero-
geneities composing the probedmedium, several authors considered
numerical upscaling procedures to handle more complex scenarios.
Numerical upscaling methods are based on the application of
oscillatory creep or relaxation tests to representative samples con-
taining mesoscale heterogeneities. When subjected to such numer-
ical tests, the sample exhibits a distinct response in the frequency
domain, which allows to determine an equivalent complex-valued
and frequency-dependent viscoelastic modulus. Masson & Pride
(2007) applied bulk compression and pure shear to a sample con-
taining mesoscale heterogeneities and determined the equivalent
viscoelastic response of the medium from the resulting average
strain. Rubino et al. (2009) presented a finite-element procedure in
the space–frequency domain to simulate compressibility and shear
tests to obtain the equivalent complex plane-wave and shear mod-
uli for highly heterogeneous samples. Wenzlau et al. (2010) and
Quintal et al. (2011) inferred the attenuation and dispersion char-
acteristics of the probed samples through numerical time-domain
strain experiments based on Biot’s (1941) quasi-static consolidation
equations. Similar concepts are also employed in the context of cor-
responding laboratory experiments. For instance, Spencer (1981),
Takei et al. (2011) and Tisato & Quintal (2013) obtained seismic
attenuation estimates in laboratory experiments by measuring the
phase shift between the applied stress and the resulting strain in
partially saturated rock samples.
All the above-mentioned works rely on the dynamic-equivalent
viscoelastic medium (DEVM) assumption. That is, the heteroge-
neous porous rock sample subjected to a stress or a strain field can
be represented by an equivalent homogeneous viscoelastic solid that
exhibits the same overall response as a function of frequency. Under
this assumption, the volume averages of the stress and strain fields
in response to a specific set of boundary conditions allow to in-
fer an equivalent complex-valued frequency-dependent undrained
plane-wave modulus or an equivalent shear modulus. The inverse
quality factor 1/QD, which quantifies the overall seismic attenua-
tion of the probed sample, is then given by the ratio between the
imaginary and the real parts of the corresponding complex modulus
(e.g. Borcherdt 2009)
1
QDp (ω)
= =
©
Mc(ω)
ª
< ©Mc(ω)ª ,
1
QDs (ω)
= =
©
μc(ω)
ª
< ©μc(ω)ª , (1)
where ω is the angular frequency. The equivalent plane-wave and
shear moduli, Mc and μc, are used in the case of P- or S-wave
attenuation, 1/QDp and 1/Q
D
s , respectively. The resulting equiv-
alent viscoelastic solids have been employed by some authors
to perform numerical simulations of seismic wave propagation
consideringWIFF effects (e.g. Rubino et al. 2011; Sidler et al. 2013)
or to compare the resulting attenuation and phase velocity curves
with those corresponding to specific viscoelastic models (Picotti
et al. 2010). However, a rigorous analysis regarding the correctness
of using viscoelasticity theory to compute attenuation due to WIFF
at mesoscopic scales is still missing in the literature. A recent effort
in this direction was published by Ja¨nicke et al. (2015), who derived
an upscaling procedure based on an extension of the Hill–Mandel
criterion (Hill 1963, 1972). The main reason why it is important to
explore theDEVMassumption is that, regardless of the physics gov-
erning at the local scale and of the imposed boundary conditions, it
is always possible to define equivalent elasticmoduli in terms of vol-
ume averages of the stress and strain fields in response to numerical
oscillatory tests. However, it is not guaranteed that such equivalent
moduli adequately represents the overall behaviour of the original
heterogeneous samplewith respect to both the dissipated energy and
the elastic strain energy. Failure to do so would imply that the seis-
mic attributes extracted from such equivalent elastic moduli would
not be truly representative of the behaviour of the heterogeneous
sample. In the case of elastic or viscoelastic composites, the equiv-
alence between elastic moduli defined in terms of energy and those
obtained from relations between average stress and average strain
has been established (Hill 1963; Hashin 1964). However, in this
work the original heterogeneous porous sample is locally governed
by fluid-pressure diffusion, whereas under the DEVM assumption,
the upscaled behaviour is controlled by linear viscoelasticity. Con-
sequently, the equivalence between approaches based on the DEVM
assumption and those based on energy-related considerations in the
original heterogeneous porous rock is not obvious. To test and cor-
roborate the correctness of the DEVM assumption, alternative ap-
proaches fully rooted in the theoretical framework of poroelasticity
should be considered.
Based on the concept of energy dissipation, the inverse quality
factor can be defined as (e.g. O’Connell & Budiansky 1978; Aki &
Richards 1980)
1
QM(ω)
= h1P(ω)i
ωWmax(ω) , (2)
where h1Pi is the dissipated power averaged over one wave cycle
and Wmax is the peak strain energy stored in the probed sample
during the same cycle. Since WIFF is a dissipation mechanism,
eq. (2) implies that attenuation can be quantified by computing h1Pi
and Wmax within the poroelastic framework without making any
assumptions regarding the overall response of the probed sample.
This expression of the inverse quality factor thus can be employed
to verify the DEVM assumption.
An alternative definition for the inverse quality factor proposed
by O’Connell & Budiansky (1978) is
1
QA(ω)
= h1P(ω)i
2ωhW(ω)i , (3)
where hWi denotes the strain energy of the sample averaged over
one cycle. Please note that in the case of linear viscoelasticity, it
can be shown that Wmax ' 2hWi for QM & 10 (Bourbie´ et al.
1987) and, consequently, eqs (2) and (3) are equivalent under these
conditions. It can also be shown that, for this kind of viscoelastic
materials, eq. (1) is compatible with eq. (3), that is, QA and QD are
identical (O’Connell & Budiansky 1978; Masson & Pride 2014).
To our knowledge, mesoscopic WIFF studies were so far based
on the DEVM assumption (eq. 1), and the equivalence of such
approaches with the two energy-based formulations presented
in eqs (2) and (3) has never been explored for heterogeneous
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poroelastic materials. In this work, we present a novel methodology
to compute seismic attenuation due to WIFF at mesoscopic scales
that is fully rooted in the theoretical framework of poroelasticity.
To do so, we quantify the power loss and the strain energy of a het-
erogeneous poroelastic sample subjected to a numerical oscillatory
relaxation test and obtain the inverse quality factor using eqs (2)
and (3). We compare the results with those computed based on the
DEVM assumption for two relevant cases: patchy saturation and
fractured rocks. Finally, in the framework of the proposed energy-
based approach, we define and analyse the local contributions to the
overall seismic attenuation, which constitute a new tool that may
help to better understand the WIFF phenomenon.
2 THEORY
2.1 Poroelasticity equations and numerical simulations
of the displacement fields
In order to exploreWIFF effects, we solve Biot’s (1941) quasi-static
poroelasticity equations. The reasoning behind this is that, for fre-
quencies well below Biot’s characteristic frequency, WIFF process
is controlled by fluid-pressure diffusion and hence inertial effects
can be neglected. The total stress equilibrium and Darcy’s law are
then to be fulfilled simultaneously, which in space–frequency do-
main yields
∇ · σ = 0, (4)
∇ p f = −iωη
κ
w, (5)
where σ represents the total stress tensor, pf the fluid pressure, w
the relative fluid–solid displacement, κ the permeability and η the
viscosity of the pore fluid.
Eqs (4) and (5) are coupled through the stress–strain relations
(Biot 1962)
σ = 2μm² + I (λc∇ · u − αMζ ) , (6)
p f = −αM ∇ · u + Mζ, (7)
where I is the identity matrix, u the solid displacement and ζ =
−∇ · w a measure of the local change in the fluid content. The
strain tensor is given by ² = 12
¡∇u + (∇u)T¢, with T denoting the
transpose. The poroelastic parameters α,M and λc are given by (e.g.
Rubino et al. 2009)
α = 1 − Km
Ks
, (8)
M =
µ
α − φ
Ks
+ φ
K f
¶−1
, (9)
λc = Km + α2M − 2
3
μm, (10)
with φ denoting the porosity, μm the shear modulus of the bulk
material, which is equal to that of the dry frame and Kf, Ks and
Km the bulk moduli of the fluid phase, the solid grains and the dry
matrix, respectively.
To compute the fluid and solid displacement fields associatedwith
a passingmonochromaticPwave,we extend the approach ofRubino
et al. (2009, 2014). That is, we consider a rectangular rock sample
Ä containing a distribution of mesoscale heterogeneities subjected
to a time-harmonic vertical solid displacement of the form−1u eiωt
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the numerical relaxation tests employed
for determining (a) P-wave and (b) S-wave properties. An oscillatory dis-
placement 1u is applied along the top boundary of the samples in order to
emulate the stress and strain fields associated with the passing wavefield.
along its top boundary (Fig. 1a). No tangential forces are imposed
on the boundaries of the sample and the solid is neither allowed to
move vertically on the bottom boundary nor to have horizontal dis-
placements on the lateral boundaries. The fluid is neither allowed to
flow into the sample nor out of it. To consider the case of a passing S
wave, we impose a solid horizontal displacement of the form1u eiωt
at the top boundary of the sample (Fig. 1b). No normal forces are
imposed on the boundaries of the sample, whereas vertical displace-
ments at the lateral boundaries and horizontal displacements at the
bottom boundary are not allowed. Again, fluid is not allowed to flow
into or out of the sample.
A finite-element procedure is employed to solve Biot’s (1941)
equations under the previously described boundary conditions,
which are formally presented inAppendix.Weuse bilinear functions
to approximate the solid displacement vector and a closed subspace
of the vector part of the Raviart–Thomas–Nedelec space of zero
order for representing the relative fluid displacement (Raviart &
Thomas 1977; Nedelec 1980). These displacement fields allow us
to compute P- and S-wave attenuation, either following an approach
based on the DEVM assumption or an energy-based strategy. Please
note that, in presence of heterogeneities having elongated shapes
and preferential orientations, the probed sample will be effectively
anisotropic. In this situation, the methodologies considered in this
work only provide estimates of the characteristics of seismic waves
propagating in the vertical direction. To obtain the seismic responses
for arbitrary directions of wave propagation all the components of
an equivalent complex-valued frequency-dependent stiffnessmatrix
need to be determined. This, however, is outside the scope of this
work.
It is important to remark here that, for the sake of simplicity in
the description of the results and for numerical convenience, we
have opted for 2-D samples. However, the proposed technique can
be readily generalized for corresponding 3-D scenarios. It should
also be noted that as we solve the equations in the space–frequency
domain we employ complex notation to express the applied bound-
ary conditions. Nevertheless, if we are interested in the behaviour
of a given variable in the space–time domain, we consider its cor-
responding real part.
2.2 Energy-based approach to quantify seismic
attenuation
The behaviour of the heterogeneous sample subjected to the nu-
merical relaxation experiments described above allows to obtain
energy-based attenuation estimates through eqs (2) and (3). To do
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so, the dissipated power and the strain energy stored within the sam-
ple need to be computed. In the following, we describe how these
quantities can be obtained.
2.2.1 Average dissipated power
The dissipated power quantifies the energy being lost in the system
per unit time. In the case of fluid-saturated porous materials, energy
dissipation is due to viscous friction and, consequently, its magni-
tude strongly depends on the average relative motion between the
fluid and the solid. For a monochromatic wave of angular frequency
ω, the local contribution to the dissipated power as a function of
time can be expressed as (Biot 1962; Bourbie´ et al. 1987)
dP(t)|ω = ˆ˙w
T
K ˆ˙w dV, (11)
where K = η/κ I , and dV is the volume of the elementary region
where the contribution is computed. As we solve the equations in
the space–frequency domain, whereas the relative fluid velocity ˆ˙w
in eq. (11) is expressed in the space–time domain, the notation aˆ =
< ¡a eiωt¢ is chosen to express the corresponding time-dependent
parameter, with a being a given complex-valued variable.
Using averaging properties of time-harmonic complex-valued
variables (e.g. Rubino et al. 2006) and taking into account that
w˙ = iωw, it can be shown that the total dissipated power averaged
over one wave cycle of oscillation is given by (Johnson 2001)
h1P(ω)i = ω
2π
Z
Ä
Z 2π/ω
0
dP(t)|ω dt dV = ω
2
2
Z
Ä
η
κ
kwk2 dV,
(12)
where Ä is the domain representing the probed sample.
When numerically solving the quasi-static poroelastic equations
(eqs (4)–(7)), the computational domain Ä is discretized in nx × ny
rectangular cells Äkl of area δ2. At each cell Äkl, the relative fluid
displacement (w)kl is determined and, thus, the average dissipated
power at this location is given by
h1Pkl (ω)i = ω
2
2
³η
κ
kwk2
´
kl
δ2. (13)
The overall average dissipated power throughout the sample is ob-
tained by adding up the values of all cells
h1P(ω)i =
nxX
k=1
nyX
l=1
h1Pkl (ω)i. (14)
2.2.2 Strain energy
In order to employ eqs (2) and (3) to compute seismic attenuation,
an estimation of the peak strain energy and of the average strain
energy stored in the sample are needed. For a monochromatic wave
of angular frequency ω, the strain energy stored in cell Äkl as a
function of time is given by (Biot 1941)
Wkl (t)|ω =
1
2
³
σˆ : ²ˆ + pˆ f ζˆ
´
kl
δ2, (15)
where σˆ : ²ˆ = Pi P j σˆi j ²ˆi j denotes the double dot product of the
corresponding tensors. The values of the components of the stress
and strain tensors, as well as the fluid pressure and change in the
fluid content, are computed using the constitutive equations once
the solid and relative fluid displacements, resulting from the applied
oscillatory relaxation test, are obtained.
To compute the peak strain energy, we sum up the corresponding
values of Wkl (t)|ω over the discretized rock sample and determine
the maximum in the time domain
Wmax(ω) = max
0≤t≤ 2πω
(
nxX
k=1
nyX
l=1
Wkl (t)|ω
)
. (16)
Conversely, to estimate the average strain energy over one wave
cycle, we againmake use of averaging properties of complex-valued
time-harmonic variables. As a result, the average strain energy over
one wave cycle in a given cell Äkl can be expressed as
hWkl (ω)i = 1
4
< ©σ : ²∗ + p f ζ ∗ªkl δ2, (17)
where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The average strain energy for the entire sample is then given by
hW(ω)i =
nxX
k=1
nyX
l=1
hWkl (ω)i. (18)
2.2.3 Global and local seismic attenuation
Once the solid and relative fluid displacement fields resulting from
the numerical oscillatory relaxation experiments are computed, the
implementation of the energy-based approach to quantify the global
seismic attenuation is straightforward. Based on eqs (2) and (14),
we have
1
QM(ω)
=
Pnx
k=1
Pny
l=1h1Pkl (ω)i
ωWmax(ω) , (19)
with h1Pkl (ω)i and Wmax(ω) given by eqs (13) and (16), respec-
tively. Conversely, considering eqs (3) and (14), we have
1
QA(ω)
=
Pnx
k=1
Pny
l=1h1Pkl (ω)i
2ωhW(ω)i , (20)
where hW(ω)i is computed using eq. (18).
As indicated by eq. (20), it is possible to define, for a given
frequency ω, the local contribution to seismic attenuation, which is
controlled by the average power loss h1Pkl (ω)i associated with the
computational cell Äkl. That is, eq. (20) can be rewritten as
1
QA(ω)
=
nxX
k=1
nyX
l=1
q−1kl (ω)δ
2, (21)
where q−1kl (ω) = h1Pkl (ω)i/(2δ2ωhW(ω)i) is the local contribution
of the cellÄkl to the global seismic attenuation of the probed sample
per unit area. This parameter permits to directly observe how the
various heterogeneities of the sample govern the overall energy
dissipation process. These local attenuation fields, which cannot be
provided by approaches based on the DEVM assumption, therefore
constitute a very interesting and important feature of the proposed
energy-based approach. It is worthwhile to note here that eq. (19)
could also be used to define a local contribution to attenuation. This
alternative approach, however, would simply imply a rescaling of
the local contribution fields defined in eq. (21) and, hence, it is not
considered in this work.
2.3 DEVM approach to quantify seismic attenuation
The DEVM approach and the energy-based procedure outlined
above rely on different assumptions for estimating seismic attenua-
tion. Here, the key premise is the assumption that the rock sample
can be represented by a homogeneous viscoelastic solid. Thus, the
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equivalent complex-valued frequency-dependent plane-wave and
shear moduli can be obtained by considering the ratios of certain
components of the average stress and strain tensors resulting from
corresponding numerical relaxation experiments.
In the case of the equivalent plane-wave modulus, it is given by
Mc(ω) = σyy(ω)
²yy(ω)
, (22)
where σyy(ω) and ²yy(ω) denote the averages over the sample’s
volume of the vertical components of the stress and strain fields
resulting from the numerical relaxation test illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
The equivalent shear modulus is given by
μc(ω) =
1
2
σxy(ω)
²xy(ω)
, (23)
where σxy(ω) and ²xy(ω) are the averages over the sample’s volume
of the non-diagonal components of the stress and strain tensors in
response to the numerical oscillatory test illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Finally, the inverse quality factors are derived from the estimated
dynamic moduli using eq. (1). Hence, through approaches based on
the DEVM assumption, it is possible to obtain estimations of the
overall seismic attenuation experienced by the probed sample, while
individual contributions of the heterogeneities cannot be assessed.
3 GLOBAL AND LOCAL ATTENUATION
ANALYS IS
To study the relation between the energy-based and the DEVM ap-
proaches, we compute the corresponding attenuation estimates for
a set of pertinent scenarios, namely, patchy saturation and fractured
rocks. In addition, we obtain the local contributions to the overall at-
tenuation in each case, which allows to explore the WIFF processes
that take place within the corresponding samples.
3.1 Stochastic patchy saturation model
In the following, we explore the case of a homogeneous rock frame
containing a spatially heterogeneous distribution of two immiscible
fluids having very different compressibilities. To this end, we con-
sider a square rock sample of 1m sidelength containing a spatially
variable CO2–brine distribution in the form of irregular patches
fully saturated with CO2 and zones fully saturated with brine. The
physical properties of the dry rock, which correspond to those of a
poorly consolidated sandstone (Utsira Sand), as well as those of the
pore fluids are given in Table 1.
To generate a highly irregular field to be associated with a binary
distribution of fluids, we use a von-Karman-type spectral density
function of the form
Sd (kx , ky) = S0
¡
1 + k2xa2x + k2ya2y
¢−(H+E/2)
, (24)
Table 1. Physical properties of the solid materials and pore fluids employed
in the numerical simulations. Adopted from Rubino et al. (2011, 2014).
Utsira Sand Sandstone 1 Brine CO2
Ks 36.9GPa 37 GPa Kf 2.3GPa 0.0229GPa
ρs 2650 kgm−3 2650 kgm−3 ρf 1090 kgm−3 693 kgm−3
φ 0.37 0.1 η 0.001 Pa s 1.56 × 10−5 Pa s
Km 2.68GPa 26GPa
μm 0.857GPa 31GPa
κ 1D 10−5 D
Figure 2. Patchy saturation pattern of CO2 (black regions) and brine (white
regions) obtained from a band-limited scale-invariant von-Karman-type dis-
tribution through thresholding. The overall CO2 saturation is 0.2. Please note
that the rock matrix is homogeneous.
where kx and ky are the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, ax and
ay are the horizontal and vertical correlation lengths, S0 is a normal-
ization constant and E is the Euclidean dimension. The parameter
H varies between 0 and 1 and determines the complexity of the con-
sidered stochastic process (e.g. Tronicke & Holliger 2005). This
expression corresponds to a band-limited scale-invariant stochastic
process with a Hausdorff fractal dimension DH = E + 1 − H. To
obtain the fluid distribution from eq. (24), we assign to each grid cell
Äkl composing the computational domain a pseudo-random num-
ber drawn from a uniform distribution. Next, we Fourier transform
this field to the spatial wavenumber domain and filter its amplitude
spectrum using eq. (24). We transform the result back to the spatial
domain and obtain a distribution of random numbers in the form of
a nx × ny matrix. We then use a lineal transformation to map these
numbers to values between 0 and 1. The binary fluid distribution of
interest is obtained through thresholding.
Fig. 2 shows the particular fluid distribution obtained following
the described procedure and selected for the analysis, which corre-
sponds to a spatially isotropic correlation length of 3.6 cm, H = 0.8
and a threshold value of 0.41. It is important to remark here that,
despite its simplicity, binary gas–water saturation patterns in ho-
mogeneous dry frames have been considered in the past by several
authors to model the seismic response of patchy-saturated media
(e.g. White 1975; Dutta & Ode´ 1979a; Johnson 2001; Norris 1993;
Rubino et al. 2009; Masson & Pride 2011). Please also note that,
as Biot’s (1941) equations consider the presence of single-phase
pore fluids, some phenomena, such as capillary pressure effects and
dissolution, remain unaccounted for in our numerical simulations.
3.1.1 Attenuation analysis
Fig. 3 shows the inverse quality factors as functions of frequency
for the different approaches considered. We observe that the at-
tenuation curve corresponding to the DEVM assumption QDp (red
line) is in very good agreement with the one obtained using the
energy-based approach QAp (dashed blue line). However, the values
of the quality factor in the vicinity of the peak are outside the range
QMp & 10 where the assumption Wmax ' 2hWi is valid for linear
viscoelastic solids. We observe that, in this situation, there are dis-
crepancies between QMp (solid green line) and the other attenuation
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Figure 3. Inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for a homo-
geneous rock sample containing the fluid distribution shown in Fig. 2. The
different curves correspond to the three approaches presented in eqs (1)–(3).
estimates, with maximum relative difference of ∼5 per cent. Al-
though not shown here for brevity, in presence of other geometrical
characteristics for the gas patches, such as in the case ofWhite’s pe-
riodically layered medium, the relative differences can reach values
of up to ∼10 per cent for overall gas saturations of Sg ∼ 10 per cent
and the dry-frame and fluid properties considered in this example.
These results thus indicate that the attenuation estimates based on
the DEVM assumption are in very good agreement with eq. (3) and
that the relative differences with eq. (2) are significant only in pres-
ence of extreme compressibility contrasts or, equivalently, in the
case of very high attenuation levels. These behaviours are indeed
similar to the ones expected for linear viscoelastic solids and thus
verify that the DEVM assumption is in accordance with the energy-
based procedure in presence of strong contrasts of the compressibil-
ities of the saturating pore fluids. Please note that the attenuation
curves are non-symmetric, as previously shown by other authors
(e.g. Mu¨ller & Rothert 2006), which indicates that the DEVM does
not corresponds to a simple rheological model, such as Maxwell or
Zener models.
The energy-based approach allows to analyse the WIFF process
in terms of the local contribution to attenuation q−1kl (ω) (eq. 21).
Fig. 4 shows the spatial distribution of q−1kl for the three frequencies
indicated in Fig. 3, that is, f1 = 34.5Hz, f2 = 837.7Hz and f3 = 5.8
× 104 Hz. Thereby, f2 is the frequency at which attenuation peaks,
whereas f1 and f3 are chosen so that Qp(f1) = Qp(f3). Please note
that, for each frequency, by adding up the values of q−1kl in Fig. 4
over the entire rock sample and multiplying the result by the cell
area δ2, the corresponding value of the overall attenuation curve
shown in Fig. 3 is obtained. An interesting feature illustrated by
Fig. 4 is that, regardless of the frequency, the main contribution to
attenuation occurs within the brine-saturated regions, particularly
in the vicinity of the CO2 patches. This is expected as the largest
pressure gradients are induced at the CO2–brine interfaces and the
subsequent relative fluid–solid motion results in larger dissipation
in the more viscous fluid phase (see eq. 13).
A key parameter to understand the changes of the distributions
of q−1kl (ω) with frequency is the diffusion length, which quantifies
the spatial scales measured from the interfaces at which dissipation
due to WIFF is significant. The diffusion length is given by (Mu¨ller
et al. 2010)
Ld =
p
D/ω, (25)
where D is the diffusivity of the medium, a parameter that
can be computed from the poroelastic properties. For very low
Figure 4. Spatial distribution of q−1kl [m
−2], for the sample shown in Fig. 2.
The panels correspond to three frequencies of (a) f1 = 34.5Hz, (b) f2 =
837.7Hz and (c) f3 = 5.8 × 104 Hz.
frequencies, the diffusion length is much larger than the sizes of the
heterogeneities and, hence, there will be enough time during each
oscillatory half-cycle for the fluid pressure to equilibrate at a com-
mon value. Correspondingly, this low-frequency regime represents
a relaxed state. Conversely, for very high frequencies, there is no
time for communication between the pore fluid of the different re-
gions composing the probed medium and, thus, this high-frequency
regime is associated with an unrelaxed state. For a frequency fc,
the diffusion lengths are comparable to the characteristic size of the
heterogeneities and significant fluid flow and energy dissipation can
be induced by the passing wave. Thus, this characteristic frequency
fc is also associated with the location of the attenuation peak.
At the frequency f1, the q
−1
kl fringes are unevenly distributed
and vanish almost entirely around certain CO2 patches. This is due
to the fact that at this low frequency the diffusion length Ld can
exceed the distance separating some neighbouring CO2 patches.
Such regions then effectively behave like one large patch and in
their interior the local contributions q−1kl are essentially negligible.
Comparing Figs 2 and 4(a) illustrates that, for this frequency, the
regions that significantly contribute to the overall attenuation are
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related to the brine-saturated patches with bigger characteristic size
that are relatively free of small CO2 patches. At the frequencies f2
and f3, local dissipation contributions q
−1
kl can be observed around
all CO2 patches. However, these q
−1
kl fringes are larger for f= f2 and
therefore the overall attenuation is also higher, that is, Q−1p ( f2) >
Q−1p ( f3).
As the diffusion length scales as 1/
√
f (eq. 25), one expects that
the spatial extent over which the local dissipation contributions q−1kl
assume significant values, shrinks to the immediate vicinity of the
CO2 patches when the frequency increases. This behaviour prevails
when the frequency increases from f2 to f3 (Figs 4(b) and (c)). How-
ever, Figs 4(a) and (b) indicate that for the brine-saturated regions
surrounding CO2 patches having relatively small characteristic size,
the spatial extent over which energy is dissipated broadens as the
frequency increases from f1 to f2. This evidences the interaction
between patches in the energy dissipation process. Also, it is worth-
while to note that even though the local attenuation contributions
q−1kl shown in Figs 4(a) and (c) are very different, the overall atten-
uation at these two frequencies is the same (Fig. 3). The advantage
of the local attenuation analysis is that these characteristics can be
identified and analysed, which eventually may allow us to better un-
derstand certain aspects of the energy dissipation process, such as,
for example, the interaction between pressure relaxation processes
initiated at neighbouring patches.
3.2 Fractured media
The presence of fractures may produce very high levels of attenu-
ation due to WIFF as a consequence of the strong compressibility
contrasts typically observed with regard to their embedding matrix
(e.g. Rubino et al. 2014). To study the relation between the energy-
based and the DEVM approaches for this scenario, we compare the
corresponding attenuation estimates. In this case, we compute P-
and S-wave inverse quality factors for the vertical direction of wave
propagation by means of the previously described numerical oscil-
latory relaxation tests (Fig. 1) applied to a representative square
rock sample of 2.75 cm sidelength containing a fracture with an
inclination of 45◦ (Fig. 5).
In the given context, it is convenient to represent fractures as part
of a poroelastic continuum (Brajanovsky et al. 2005; Nakagawa
& Schoenberg 2007; Gurevich et al. 2009; Rubino et al. 2014).
We model the fracture as a very thin elliptical porous medium of
very high porosity and permeability embedded in relatively stiff
sandstone with physical properties given in Table 1 (Sandstone 1).
We assume that, at the grain level, the solid material properties
of the fracture and those of the embedding matrix are identical.
Choosing amaximum fracture aperture h of 0.033 cm and following
Nakagawa & Schoenberg (2007), we obtain K fm = 0.02GPa and
μ fm = 0.01GPa for the dry-frame elastic properties of the fracture
(Rubino et al. 2014). For the porous material filling the fracture, we
assume a porosity φf of 0.5 and a permeability κ f of 100D. Both
the fracture and the embedding matrix are fully saturated with brine
(Table 1).
3.2.1 Attenuation analysis
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the inverse P- and S-wave quality fac-
tors obtained using the energy-based and the DEVM approaches.
In the case of the P-wave inverse quality factor (Fig. 6a), the three
curves are very similar throughout the pertinent frequency range.
Conversely, in the case of the inverse S-wave quality factor (Fig. 6b),
Figure 5. Rock sample containing a 45◦-inclined elliptical fracture with
a maximum aperture h of 0.033 cm. The background (white region) cor-
responds to a low-porosity sandstone and the fracture (black region) is
modelled as a highly porous and permeable medium. The sample is fully
saturated with brine.
Figure 6. Inverse quality factor as a function of frequency for the sample
shown in Fig. 5 for vertically propagating (a) P and (b) Swaves . The curves
correspond to the different approaches presented in eqs (1)–(3).
we observe that QMs slightly deviates with respect to Q
D
s and Q
A
s
when QMs . 10. These results, which are similar to the ones ex-
pected for linear viscoelastic solids, thus illustrate that the DEVM
assumption is in accordance with the energy-based estimate even
in the presence of very strong contrasts of the dry-frame elastic
properties.
In order to gain further insight into the physics of WIFF in pres-
ence of fractures, we now focus on the local contributions to attenu-
ation per unit area q−1kl for both P and S waves. Figs 7 and 8 display
these contributions at the frequencies indicated in the curves shown
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of q−1kl [m
−2], for the sample shown in Fig. 5 for vertically propagating P waves with frequencies of (a) f1 = 0.2Hz, (b) f2 =
2.15Hz and (c) f3 = 74.44Hz.
Figure 8. Spatial distribution of q−1kl [m
−2], for the sample shown in Fig. 5 for vertically propagating S waves with frequencies of (a) f1 = 0.2Hz, (b) f2 =
2.15Hz and (c) f3 = 74.44Hz.
in Fig. 6: f1 = 0.2Hz, the peak frequency f2 = 2.15Hz and f3 =
74.44Hz. We observe that for both P and S waves most of the en-
ergy dissipation takes place in the background material close to the
fracture. This is expected, as the fracture material is more compliant
than the embedding matrix and, therefore, during the positive cycle
of the applied displacement, fluid flow takes place from the fracture
into the background. According to eq. (13), energy dissipation is
inversely proportional to permeability. This, in turn, implies that
seismic attenuation is mainly produced in the regions of low perme-
ability affected by WIFF, that is, in the background material in the
vicinity of the fracture. It is also interesting to observe that, while
the local contribution to attenuation exhibits a z-shaped pattern for
P waves (Fig. 7b), the corresponding pattern for S waves is rather
symmetrical with respect to the fracture (Fig. 8b).
It can also be noted that, both for P and S waves, the highest
contributions to attenuation prevail in the immediate vicinity of the
fracture tips (Figs 7 and 8). This is an interesting feature that may
have important implications with respect to the frequency range
affected by WIFF. Indeed, it has been formulated in several clas-
sical papers reviewed by Mu¨ller et al. (2010) that the attenuation
peak occurs at a frequency fc for which the diffusion length Ld is
comparable with the characteristic size of the heterogeneities. This
is true for heterogeneities for which fluid flow takes place regularly
along their boundaries, such as in the case of patchy saturation.
However, the fact that for fractured media most of the energy dis-
sipation is concentrated at the fracture tips (Figs 7 and 8) indicates
that this relationship between diffusion length, characteristic sizes
of the heterogeneities and frequency of the attenuation peak, is not
expected to hold for such scenarios.
4 CONCLUS IONS
We have proposed a novel methodology to compute seismic attenu-
ation due to WIFF at the mesoscopic scale in heterogeneous poroe-
lastic media. It is based on the direct calculation of the amount of
dissipated power and stored strain energy associated with a passing
seismic wavefield through the application of appropriate numerical
oscillatory relaxation tests on representative rock samples.
Our approach allowed us to verify that the attenuation estimates
based on the widely used DEVM assumption are in agreement with
those obtained through amethodology fully rooted in the theoretical
framework of poroelasticity. This is true irrespective of strong con-
trasts of fluid compressibilities and dry-frame elastic moduli, char-
acteristic of patchy saturation and fractured media, respectively. In
all cases considered in this work, the inverse quality factor defined
in terms of the average power loss and the average strain energy is
identical with that obtained based on the DEVM assumption. Using
the peak strain energy to compute the inverse quality factor yields
slight differences for high attenuation values. These behaviours,
which are similar to those expected for linear viscoelastic solids,
support the validity of the common assumption that the upscaled
counterpart of a poroelastic sample having heterogeneities in the
mesoscopic scale range can be represented by an equivalent homo-
geneous viscoelastic solid.
A key feature of the proposed energy-based approach is that, un-
like the methodologies based on the DEVM assumption, it allows
us to assess the local contributions to the overall seismic attenua-
tion. This additional information can be used to identify the regions
mainly controlling the energy dissipation process, such as the tips
of a fracture. It can also be used to study the interaction of pres-
sure diffusion processes initiated at neighbouring heterogeneities.
Therefore, this new approach has the potential of fundamentally
improving our current understanding of the WIFF attenuation
mechanism.
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APPENDIX : BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS
RELATED TO THE NUMERICAL
OSC ILLATORY RELAXATION TESTS
To estimate the response of a synthetic rock sample subjected to a
numerical oscillatory relaxation test, eqs (4)–(7) are solved using a
finite-element procedure under corresponding boundary conditions.
Let Ä = (0, Lx) × (0, Ly) be a domain that represents the probed
sample. In addition, 0 is the boundary of Ä, which is given by 0 =
0L ∪ 0B ∪ 0R ∪ 0T, where
0L = {(x, y) ∈ Ä : x = 0}, (A1)
0R = {(x, y) ∈ Ä : x = Lx }, (A2)
0B = {(x, y) ∈ Ä : y = 0}, (A3)
0T = {(x, y) ∈ Ä : y = Ly}. (A4)
Moreover, ν denotes the unit outer normal on 0 and χ is a unit
tangent so that {ν,χ} is an orthonormal system on 0.
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To estimate P-wave attenuation, we consider the following
boundary conditions
u · ν = −1u, (x, y) ∈ 0T , (A5)
u · ν = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0L ∪ 0R ∪ 0B, (A6)
(σ · ν)T · χ = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0, (A7)
w · ν = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0. (A8)
The set of boundary conditions for estimating S-wave attenuation
is given by
u · χ = 1u, (x, y) ∈ 0T , (A9)
u · χ = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0L ∪ 0R ∪ 0B, (A10)
(σ · ν)T · ν = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0, (A11)
w · ν = 0, (x, y) ∈ 0. (A12)
